
FARES FROM 4
th

 SEPTEMBER 2014

Urban (75 min) 1,30€           

Urban 90 minuti purchased on board 2,50€           

COMBINED (Fare B + Urban) 1,70€           

Urban 3,00€           

Urban (75 min) 13,00€         

COMBINED (Fare B + Urban) 17,00€         

Urban 11,50€         

COMBINED (Fare B + Urban) 14,00€         

Urban 33,50€         

COMBINED (Fare B + Urban) 41,50€         

Urban STUDENTS (1 year) 260,00€       

Urban  PERSONNEL 292,00€       

Urban NON_PERSONNEL 312,00€       

COMBINED (Fare B + Urban) 370,00€       

Daily 16,00€         

Two daily 27,00€         

Three daily 32,50€         

Weekly 43,00€         

Monthly 107,00€       

Three Months 308,00€       

Yearly 1.027,50€    

Monthly 75,00€         

Fare B includes: Maslianico, Cernobbio, San Fermo and Casnate

COMO URBAN NETWORK

SINGLE TICKET

DAILY TICKET

CARNETS  ( 11 TICKETS)

WEEKLY TICKET (from Monday to Sunday)

MONTHLY TICKET

YEARLY TICKET (12 months from the emission month)

TICKET  "Io viaggio Regione Lombardia " (IVOL)

TICKET  "Io viaggio ovunque in Provincia - Como" (IVOP)



The fare is obtained by adding two components: the TUR monthly fare of first
and second classes of rail services and the urban monthly ticket with 30%
discount.

COMO URBAN NETWORK

You can avail the following discounts on the purchase of monthly and yearly for
children under 18 of the same family: the first son pays full price, the second
has a discount of the 20%, from the third son the season ticket is free of
charge. Discounts are valid only for travel documents of the same type (all
monthly or annual tickets). The travel documents have to be purchased at the
moment of presentation of self-certification. First son means those who pays
the highest fee, the second son is those who pays the second highest rate.

It is applied on the routes of lines 1, 6, 8, 10, 12 and C50 outside the Como 

Combined fare

For this route the combined fare (€ 1.70) is valid for single ticket, while urban fares are 
valid for weekly, monthly and yearly tickets.

Tickets "io viaggio Treno-Como"

Season tickets "Io viaggio in famiglia"

NOTES

Special rates ASF "Famiglia"
The following discounts are applied on annual tickets purchased by members
of the same family: 10% on the second ticket, 20% on the third, 30% on the
fourth and so on ...

Route Brunate-Cao

Route Como-Chiasso

On this route urban fares are valid.


